Abstract-To improve the security of data in distributed simulation system, propose a data-encrypted transportation framework. The framework encrypts the simulation data via the composite chaotic system in simulation. It can obtain the data security in data transportation based on the composite discrete chaotic system. The framework can be accomplished via the federator-based structure, which add an encrypt federator for each simulation group. The encryption algorithm can achieve the self-synchronization because of the feature of the chaotic system. The chaotic system can produce continuous acyclic encrypt key for each simulation data. This framework has been proved feasible and effective.
I. INTRODUCTION
The distributed simulation system [1] is becoming more and more powerful. The High-Level Architecture (HLA) defines an approach to integrate separate autonomous simulators into a single distributed simulation system. Data exchange and other services in the HLA framework are realized by the Runtime Infrastructure (RTI) [2] . The RTI provides services of data transferring to support simulations and to carry out federate-to-federate interactions. In commonly case, the data are transferring directly using RTI services. Each of federator in the federation can access the transferring data via RTI services [2] .
With the increase in the scale and complexity of simulations, the data security in the processing of simulation is one of the most important topics in distributed system. Encryption is the popular method to achieve the security purpose currently [3] .
There are two type of encryption algorithm who named Block Cipher and Stream Cipher [4] . The Block Cipher divides the data into block with unified length, and encrypts them individually. The encryption for each data block is independent of each other. It has the advantages such as fast processing and storage-saving. But it just provides inferior security. Stream Cipher can produce difference cipher text even from the same plain text. But it has the complex processing in generate, transfer and store for encryption key [5] . Most of Stream Cipher algorithm is also secretive. The public algorithm includes A5, SEAL, RC4, PIKE and etc.
Chaos is one form of nonlinear dynamic system [6, 7] . It is pseudo-random phenomena between certainty and randomness. It has some interesting features as following. A) It is extremely sensitive to initial condition and parameters. The feature can lead unpredictable result from a long-term sense. B) It has topological transitivity, which means high randomness. C) The nonlinear system where chaos located is a certain system, which states the system has strong certainty and regularity. The features of chaos are match closely to the requirement in cryptology. The chaos system can simplify the procedure of building stream encryption key in. The encryption key produced from chaos system has excellent ability.
The fitting encryption method in simulation should achieve the following features: A) The encrypt algorithm is suitable with various block size data. The federator could produce uncertain data size block in simulation. The halfbaked or incorrect data could lead to enigmatical simulated result. B) The algorithm is efficient to avoid affect the simulation processing. The real time interaction is required generally among federators in simulation. C) The algorithm has special encryption key mechanism to prevent being decoded during the simulation. The simulation often cost a long period of time. The encryption scheme need update its setting to provide more strength security.
In this paper, we focus on introducing the composite discrete chaotic system [9] into the data-encrypted transportation procedure. And we propose a framework to improve the security for the high level architecture (HLA). The framework which can achieve encrypted transportation of simulation data in distributed simulation. The framework can be accomplished via two structures. One is modulebased structure, which add an encrypt module for every federator. The other is federator-based structure, which add an encrypt federator for each simulation group. The security of the simulator is obtained via logic and flexible federation construction.
The framework proposed in the paper has the following feature comparing to the traditional one. A) This framework can achieve the access-controlling by authority for members. The encryption function can integrate into the federators as a module. B) The chaos system automatic reproduces the stream encrypt key along with advancing of simulation, while the traditional encryption scheme need to the management and distribution of encrypt key. C) The chaosbased encryption algorithm works on the continuous real numbers set, while the traditional algorithm works on the discrete integer number set.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, an overview of the HLA architecture, the encryption and related work is given. Section 3 describes in detail this distributed simulation framework design and technical issues arising from this approach. Section 4 presents the analysis of the simulation framework. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the framework.
II. THE DATA-ENCRYPTED TRANSPORTATION FRAMEWORK
According to the requirement in the encryption in distributed simulation system, we introduce the composite discrete chaotic system into the high level architecture (HLA) standard. The encryption function can be achieved by two forms which named separately encrypt modulebased and encrypt federator-based structure. The encrypt federator is named "Encryptor" in the paper.
A. Encryption Federator-based Framework
The encryption federator-based framework divides the whole simulation system into several groups. It is suppose that the data is secure within each group in the framework. The encryption function is accomplished by a federator which independent of original federators. The structure of the federator-based framework is described as Figure 1 . The messages data among federators are encrypted by the encryption federator before transfer the destination. The data are transferred to the actual destination federator by the encryption federator. At the same situation, the receiving data are decrypted by the federator firstly.
This framework has some advantages such as modifying the federator and the OMT files less than the frontier one. But the framework redesigns the logical relation among federators. The step of transferring data increases from one step to two, which could affect the performance of simulation system. The security of system could be cut down because of more transferring path.
B. The Data-encrypted Algorithm
According to the requirement in the encryption in distributed simulation system, this paper proposes the data encrypted method based on the composite discrete chaotic system. The chaotic system generates the chaos sequence which can be transformed into binary value. The binary value sequence was combined into chaos encryption key. This key can be used as direct operator or in traditional encryption algorithm as encryption key. And the key also can be updated for each data block via chaotic iteration.
The composite discrete chaotic system has two chaotic iteration equations. The system can select automatically one equation according to the plain text stream. The chaos-based algorithm can achieve the aim of one-time pad encryption because of the updating chaos key.
C. Composite Discrete Chaotic-based Encryption
The iteration in the composite discrete chaotic system [9,10] depends on both the frontier iteration result and the plain data. The feature takes up a new method which has more randomness.
There are two iteration equations 0 ( ) f x and 1 ( ) f x in one composite discrete chaotic system. It selects one equation 0 ( ) f x or 1 ( ) f x to execute depends on the plain data and the frontier iteration result in each step of iteration.
The executing of composite discrete chaotic iteration n depends on the plain data mn-1 and the frontier iteration xn-1. In the other word, the Ciphers data can not be decrypted if have not the frontier part of the data. The feature can take more security when transport.
The iteration formula of the composite discrete chaotic can be described as Equ.1.
In Equ.5, m is the current bit of plain data, 0 ( ) f x is the corresponding iteration equation for the current bit 0, while 1 ( ) f x is corresponding to the current bit 1. They can show respectively as Equ.2.
The summation of the two equations 0 ( ) f x and 1 ( ) f x is always equal to 1. The equation 0 ( ) f x is selected when the current bit in the plain text is zero (0). While the equation 1 ( ) f x is selected when the current bit in the plain text is one (1). The next binary bit in the sequence of composite discrete chaotic system is produced by the selected equation. The encrypted text is obtained by the XOR operation between the chaotic sequence and the plain text.
D. Synchronization in Composite Discrete Chaotic-based System
The decryption is the inverse processing relative to the encryption processing. The decryption needs the selfsynchronization according to the encrypted text.
The decryption firstly constructs a reversible transformation H and its inverse transformation v , which can be expressed with Equ.3.
The function q is set as the following Equ.4.
The iteration equation ( 1) e k  can be obtained approximately by the follow Equ.5.
  
The iteration system can be concluded that it will be gradually stabilized. The response system can be expressed by Equ.6. 
III. APPLICATION AND ANALYSIS
This paper proposed a frameworks for distributed simulation including the function of encrypted transportation. The framework is implemented based on HLA/RTI system, which had been widely applied in distributed simulation. The framework are constructed with the ordinary federator and the encryption federator.
We realize a small distributed simulation system base on the framework proposed in this paper. There are three simulation federators in the system. The system encrypts the simulation data using the chaos key. The experimental environment includes Intel Core2 3.0GHz CPU ， 1GB RAM，Windows XP Sp2 OS.
The result demonstrates that the framework can qualified the encryption requirement in the distributed simulation system. The simulation data can be accurately encrypted and decrypted at sender and receiver respectively. The time cost of chaos encryption and decryption is less than 300ns. It affects little to simulation performance.
IV. SUMMARIES
This paper proposes a distributed simulation framework with data-encrypted transportation function. The framework obtains more security in data transportation via encrypting the plain data based on the composite discrete chaotic system. The framework has some advantages as following. The encryption Scheme is designed according to the feature of the data security in the system. The chaotic system-based algorithm can generate the encryption key which has the same length with the plain data. So it can suit for encrypting any length simulation data. The encryption algorithm can achieve self-synchronization due to the transformation and the inverse transformation in the composite discrete chaotic system. The chaotic system can produce continuous acyclic encrypt key for every federator during the whole of simulation. It can provide higher security than symmetrical encryption system. This framework has been proved utility and feasible.
